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MAGPASS-COAT®

Chrome-Free Passivation
of magnesium-based Materials

MAGPASS-COAT®

BRIEF INFORMATION

Suitability for paintings/laminations

Corrosion resistance at least as with chromate layersChrome-free passivation

Uniform layer formation
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MAGPASS-COAT® is a chrome-free
passivation for magnesium-based
materials. This process is a high-
grade equivalent for standard
chromating. The treatment with
MAGPASS-COAT® is carried out,
for instance, using immersion bath
method.
The workpiece is immersed in a
chrome-free, inorganic and aqueous
passivation solution. This produces
a conversion layer consisting of
oxides from both the passivation
solution and the base material itself.

Characteristics
The level of protection against
corrosion basically depends on the
grade of alloy and quality of the
casting to which it is applied.
MAGPASS-COAT® layers without
sealing withstand a test period of
5–10 h in the salt spray chamber
according to DIN EN ISO 9227
(like chromate layers). Duration
times of around 500 hours are
achieved if the surface is further
treated with sealant or powder-
coated. Maximum corrosion
protection is offered by a surface
treatment consisting – for example
– of passivation, sealant and pow-
der coating, with total thickness of
80 to 100 µm. The target testing
period is around 1,000 hours in
this case. DIN 53 167 standard
tests carried out on scratched
samples reveal that a treatment
consisting of passivation and
paint displays the lowest levels of
infiltration.
Temperature resistance:
No effect was noted in the quality
of the MAGPASS-COAT® layer after
a long-term test, carried out over
six month, in which the layer
was subjected to dry heat at a
temperature of 90 °C.

Fields of use
The main applications of this
technique are wherever chromating
needs to be replaced by a chrome-
free equivalent. The chrome-free
passivation layer itself supplies
temporary protection and improves
the adhesion of both, subsequently
applied paint or laminations. The
technique also helps in the total
corrosion protection of painted
components.

MAGPASS-COAT® is mainly used
in the following industries:

automotive sector
cycle industry
general mechanical engineering
electrical engineering
aerospace
telecommunications

Properties
The passivation layer is applied
uniformly, following the original
contours (even if geometrically
complicated) of the part being
treated. This includes such items
as edges, cavities, relief designs,
drilled-through, blind holes and
undercuts. The MAGPASS-COAT®

layer is electrically conductive and
also functions as an intermediate
layer for the subsequent applica-
tion of paint or lamination.
Depending on the alloy to which
it is applied, the passivationlayer
appears in tones that range from
grey to golden-brown.
Typical layer thickness amounts
to less than 1 µm. The MAGPASS-
COAT® process is suitable for the
coating of all magnesium-based
materials.

Different layer systems on magnesium die-cast panels serve for a comparison of chromate conversion
coating with a chrome-free passivation according to the MAGPASS-COAT® process (salt-spray mist test
according to DIN EN ISO 9227)

Magnesium inlet pipe W 12 made of
AZ91, treated with MAGPASS-COAT®
and a subsequent powder coating
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